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DACUM Facilitator Training
Sample Workshop Agenda

“FACILTATORS must establish and maintain the group’s pace, balance the group’s participation, clarify vague
statements by probing for more details, and insist on selection of the most appropriate action verbs, task
statement modifiers, and objects (nouns) in composing duty and task statements. The facilitator must
motivate and lead the group and control the process, yet never impose content judgments or decisions on the
participants.” (OSU DACUM Handbook, p. 12)

Day 1
8:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

8:15 a.m.

Welcome/Introductions
▪ Icebreaker
▪ Why we use DACUM

8:45 a.m.

The DACUM process

1. Orientation
2. Review Duties
3. Organizational Chart
9:45 a.m.

Break

10:00 a.m.

4. Gallery Walk
5. Tasking Out

11:45 a.m.

Lunch

12:30 p.m.

Task out each duty (continued)

2:00 p.m.

Break

2:15 p.m.

6. Review Enabler Lists

2:45 p.m.

7. Review Entire Chart for overall quality (Initial “what do you do” list)

Day 2
8:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

8:15 a.m.

Review Day 1 (Questions/Thoughts)

8:30 a.m.

The DACUM process: Review Steps 1-7

9:30 a.m.

Break

9:45 a.m.

Mock DACUM using the Gallery Walk approach

12:00 p.m.

Adjourn

DACUM Overview
Background
▪
▪
▪

What is DACUM/SCID?
Brief history of DACUM & SCC.
Why we use DACUM.

What is DACUM?
•

Started in Canada in the 1960’s. The Ohio State University borrowed the concepts, polished, fine-tuned, uses
DACUM today to analyze jobs, occupations, training programs for industry, governments, military, colleges, etc.

•

Fast, effective, inexpensive method of job analysis. Focused process using expert workers who describe their
jobs in detail. The DACUM chart is the outcome of this process.

•

A focus group of 6-10 workers is led by trained DACUM facilitators through an intensive process that combines
brain-storming sessions alternating with focused detail analysis of the occupation.

•

The DACUM chart is then used by each program to “map” their curriculum to the needs of industry.

•

“What” errors that are found between what is being taught in each program and what should be taught in each
program can therefore be identified and corrected by program staff.

SCC’s adoption of DACUM:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the mid-1980s the DACUM process was brought to SCC initially by then-president Dr. Jack Huck.
In the mid-1990’s several SCC employees traveled to Columbus, Ohio to receive official DACUM facilitator
training to begin the process at SCC.
In 2004 twelve SCC employees were trained by OSU DACUM Facilitator Trainers to become DACUM facilitators
within SCC.
SCC then embraced DACUM to study each program in the interest of keeping abreast of changes within all the
industries represented at the school.
In 2008, John Pierce, Energy Generation Program Chair, received official training at OSU in Columbus, OH to
become a certified DACUM Facilitator Trainer. Thus began SCC’s internal training of DACUM facilitators.
Each program is scheduled to conduct a DACUM study of its industry every five years to keep current with
industry needs.
SCC has a group of employees trained as DACUM facilitators who facilitate the DACUM workshop.
Curriculum mapping is used to compare the lessons learned from each program’s industry experts to the
program’s curriculum, making adjustments, as necessary, to ensure each program is up to date with the latest
educational needs of their respective industries.

DACUM workshops:
•
•
•
•
•

Held at the CEC, on-campus, or via Zoom. Virtual workshops can be synchronous or asynchronous.
For in-person workshops, breakfast and lunch provided (program expense)
Two-three facilitators per workshop—1 facilitator, 1 recorder (rotate).
Panel of 6-10 expert workers (minimum of 6)—ideally within first 3-5 years of employment.
Panelists can be SCC graduates (not a requirement). Must NOT be faculty members (FT or PT).

PHILOSOPHY
DACUM has several core beliefs:
1) Expert workers can describe and define their job more accurately than anyone else;
2) An effective way to define a job is to precisely describe the tasks that expert workers perform;
3) All tasks demand certain knowledge, skills, tools, & worker behaviors

SCC Web-Site for DACUM
Additional DACUM information, templates, and resources may be found on the SCC public web-site.
Link: (Under the “Academics” tab)
https://www.southeast.edu/dacum/

DACUM Workshops
Facilitator Steps (Script)
1. Orientation (Goal: Begin to develop connections with each other, facilitator, & “material”)
a. Introductions/Icebreaker (KEY: Facilitators—pay close attention to what panel member say about
themselves, their job or role, etc. in order to develop rapport.)
b. PPT Orientation/Review materials in folder (e.g. sample DACUM chart)

2. Review Duties (6-12 per chart)
a. Based on previous chart and info submitted by panel, present list of possible duties.
b. TIP: write duties on a flip chart 1st—before putting on card. (See the whole picture.)
c. Sequence the duties in the best order (order of importance, chronological, etc.)

3. Organizational Chart
a. Review/revise the job title.
b. Finalize the chart on a flip chart; include both internal and external contacts.

Internal

External

Long Term Care Administrator

4. Gallery Walk
a. Post 1 flip chart per duty around the room or via Padlet.
b. One panel member per flip chart (per duty) to start (depending on #s).
c. For 3-5 min, panel members brainstorm. ASK PANEL: what do you do when working in that duty area
(writing down/posting their ideas on the flip chart or Padlet).
d. Panel members should put a check mark beside items on a list to indicate they also had the same
thought.
e. Rotate until each panelist has contributed to each duty.
f. Provide a 3-5 minute “review” for panelists to look at all duty charts 1 more time.
g. If in-person, bring all flip charts back to main room.

In-Person Gallery Walk:

Virtual Gallery Walk on Padlet:

5. Task out each duty (6-20 per duty)
a. ASK panel: Can you assign someone to do this? (Chris, today I need you to …)
b. Would other workers in your field know what this task is?
c. For each duty, identify where the work might begin for that duty (1st task; others follow).
d. Read GW list out loud; point out/remove knowledge statements (“Know” or “Understand”)
e. Task out each duty in the DACUM format (verb, object, qualifier): 2 or more steps.
f. Different procedures or steps used to perform a task means it is a different task.
g. As soon as a task has been identified & agreed on, move to the next task.
h. In-person or Online: Cross off brainstorming items as you go.
i. Keep the focus on what the worker must do.
j. After all the cards are written, sequence the tasks—READ TASKS ALOUD in order first.

Examples:

6. Review Enabler Lists (during the day; for a change of pace, before breaks or lunch, etc.)

7. Review Entire Chart for overall quality.
a. Polish the DACUM chart for consistent wording and best duty/task sequence.
b. Read “What do you Do” aloud (1 X 1) to verify all brainstorming has been captured.
c. Make changes as the panel sees fit.
d. Thank the panel (best panel we’ve had today!); complete evaluation; certificates & W-9; adjourn.

Rough Draft DACUM Charts (after a workshop)

Supplies
All DACUM supplies are provided for each workshop, including links for Zoom and Padlet if virtual. In-person
supplies include flip charts and stand, cards for duties (green) and tasks (white), markers, pins, tape, room
signs, and packets of information for each panel member and facilitator (hard copies of Enabler Lists, etc.).

Tips/Ideas/Strategies:
Task Statement Criteria: These statements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearly describe a task in performance terms (e.g. “Mow the Lawn” & “Bake Oatmeal Cookies”)
Are meaningful by themselves (not dependent upon the duty or other tasks)
Should have a single action verb and an object that receives the action
Avoid references to the knowledge needed
Avoid references to worker behaviors needed
Avoid references to tools and equipment

DACUM dos & don’ts
1. When in doubt, break it out. Avoid the urge to collapse several task statements into 1 large task.
2. If something is important in one or more person’s area, capture it, even if it doesn’t fit the others.
3. You should be able to understand the duty by the tasks involved—tasks explain/define the duties.
4. Avoid lumping too many “e.g.’s” in a Task—they might be Tasks themselves.
5. Favorite DACUM saying #2: “Can you live with it?”
6. One verb per card
7. Do not repeat Task Cards
8. Recorder: Your role is to write the cards; you take direction from the facilitator.
9. F2F: Stay seated when you are not the lead facilitator. (Only 1 person facilitates at a time.)

DACUM Coordinator
Contact Information:
Theresa Puente
SCC Area Office, 301 S. 68th St. Place
Lincoln, NE 68510
402-323-3426
tpuente@southeast.edu

Appendix A: Sample DACUM Chart (Law Enforcement/Homeland Security, 2020)

Appendix B: Blank Curriculum Map (LEHS, October 2020)

Appendix C: Completed Curriculum Map (LEHS, October 2020)

Appendix D: Current DACUM calendar of workshops

Appendix E: DACUM Facilitators

Appendix F: Program Chair To-Do List

Appendix G: DACUM Quality Performance Criteria (From the DACUM Handbook)

